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Consistency has a NameConsistency has a Name

B.M.C. Audio was founded by a team of dedicated designers and managers who 

brought decades of technical and musical experience to their desire to develop for 

sophisticated music lovers components that are exceptional in both performance 

and design. Starting from a base of innovative high-end audio technology, the 

B.M.C. Audio team conducted extensive research into the impact of electronic 

circuitry on music reproduction. The result: a rapidly growing reputation within 

the audiophile community.

B.M.C. believes in thinking outside the box, especially to fulfill its goal of 

delivering lifelike, you-are-there musical experiences. 

B.M.C. is driven by its pursuit of the purest sound and the most direct way to 

achieve it. Its designers and engineers believe superior audio equipment requires 

innovation in the same way the best artists and musicians require creativity. 

"My immediate impression, and one that persisted as I listened, was that the 

system presented  of the music and  of everything else." more less    

 — Marc Mickelson, Editor, The Audio Beat,

        www.theaudiobeat.com/blog/bmc_denver.htm

Listeners using B.M.C. components will also hear more of the music and less of 

everything else. Our equipment represents the sum of decades of experience, of 

extensive research and development, of earned moments of inspiration, and of 

the discipline to consistently and wisely apply what we learn. 

...instead of conventional...instead of conventional
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CS2, Stereo Integrated / Power Amplifier

OPTO CONTROL

IN
LOOP
OUT

CS2 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
RIGHT CHANNELRIGHT SPEAKER LEFT CHANNEL LEFT SPEAKER

SERIAL NO.:

INPUT INPUT

PHASE

AC POWER
50/60Hz

XLR-1 XLR-2 XLR-1 XLR-2

RCA-2 RCA-3RCA-1 RCA-2

B.M.C. AUDIO
MADE BY B.M.C. GERMANY

WEEE - Reg. - Nr.:
DE18339144 RCA-3RCA-1

B.M.C.'s AMP CS2 is a Load-Effect Free (LEF) Power Amplifier with an option to upgrade it 

to a LEF Stereo Power Amplifier. The crucial secret of the CS2's sound is that it avoids 

distortion, instead of compensating for it through a negative feedback loop.

The AMP CS2 is a power amplifier without a preamplifier for a short, pure signal path. It 

features a Volume Control using our exclusive Discrete Intelligent Gain Management 

(DIGM) system, and an input selector. The lossless DIGM volume adjustment eliminates 

unnecessary signal attenuation at the input, as well as unnecessary high amplification.

Combining the AMP CS2 with a B.M.C. Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) transforms it 

into a power amplifier that offers DIGM gain adjustment set by the DAC's volume control. 

In addition, B.M.C.'s balanced Current Injection (CI) input enhances the immediacy of 

reproduced music by processing the signal current of the source until it reaches the 

speaker's output voltage.

B.M.C.'s LEF output stage avoids distortion before it occurs by relieving the sound-critical 

single-ended Class-A transistor of all duties other than providing perfect signal 

reproduction.

Unlike other amplifiers, a LEF amplifier handles a speaker's current demand separately 

from the voltage demand. The result is an unparalleled mastery of musical complexity that 

brings to startling life delicate details, rock-shaking power, high dynamics, sonic vitality, 

and accurate imaging — all on a three-dimensional soundstage. Load-Effect Free 

amplification is a new experience that must be heard to be fully appreciated.

The AMP CS2 also boasts solid output power: 2 x 200 watts into 8 ohms, and 2 x 350 watts 

into 4 ohms.

A fully regulated power supply with a 2kW toroidal transformer and balanced current 

capacitors provide the muscle behind the music
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M2, Mono Power Amplifier

OPTO CONTROL

IN
LOOP
OUT

MONO POWER AMPLIFIER
INPUTSPEAKER LOOP OUTPUT SPEAKER BI-WIRE

SERIAL NO.:

INPUT OUTPUT

PHASE

AC POWER
50/60Hz

XLR-C1 XLR XLR XLR-CI

RCA

B.M.C. AUDIO
MADE BY B.M.C. AUDIO GERMANY

WEEE - Reg. - Nr.:
DE18339144

B.M.C.'s M2 is a low distortion LEF Mono Power Amplifier with adjustable gain DIGM and a 

balanced XLR-CI input. The M2 can also be used as a classical monaural power amplifier.

In the short B.M.C. signal chain, the unattenuated signal is used from the fixed output of the 

source, while our exclusive DIGM system adjusts the volume by setting the gain of the 

amplifier. The lossless volume-setting happens at the B.M.C. DAC 1, which optically transmits 

the desired value to the M2.

B.M.C.'s balanced Current Injection (CI) input, a technical and sonic highlight, imparts an even 

more intense musical experience by processing the original signal current until it generates 

the speaker output voltage. 

The channel separation by two separate mono power amplifiers cannot be surpassed. A fully 

regulated power supply with a 2kW toroidal transformer and Balanced Current capacitors 

delivers a silent background and rock-solid stability.

The Load-Effect Free (LEF) output stage avoids any distortion before it occurs by relieving the 

sound-critical single-ended Class-A transistor of all duties other than providing perfect signal 

reproduction.

Unlike other amplifiers, a LEF amplifier handles a speaker's current demand separately from 

the voltage demand. The result is an unparallelled mastery of musical complexity that brings 

to startling life delicate details, rock-shaking power, high dynamics, sonic vitality, and accurate 

imaging — all on a three-dimensional soundstage. 

Load-Effect Free amplification is a new experience.

The AMP M2 also boasts solid output power: 200 watts into 8 ohms, 380 watts into 4 ohms.
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The Sound of NatureThe Sound of Nature

B.M.C.'s many advances are making audiophile sound exciting again, and leading to 

amplifiers being built in a completely new way. B.M.C. realized that if overall feedback 

worked as intended, all amplifiers would sound exactly the same. After considerable 

research, B.M.C. co-founder Carlos Candeias devised a brilliant solution for avoiding 

distortions at the source, and making a feedback loop obsolete.

This revolutionary circuit was named Load Effect Free, because the single-ended Class-A 

transistor that defines the LEF sound was relieved of all duties other than providing 

perfect signal reproduction.

This enabled lossless volume control through our Discrete Intelligent Gain Management, 

which offered two additional advantages: the input signal would not be needlessly 

attenuated, and the amplifier would only need to provide the actual required gain. 

The last step was to build the balanced Current Injection (CI) input. In typical circuits, the 

input signal modulates current flow and creates a copy of the original. B.M.C. power 

amplifiers lead with the input current, using the Current Injection input, until it generates 

the speaker output voltage. A crucial step in reproducing a truly musical experience.

A giant power supply with a 2kW toroidal transformer, an army of Balanced Current 

capacitors, and electronic stabilization provide the foundation for a rock-solid energy 

supply and noiseless background.

The result is an amplifier whose presence recedes behind the music so listeners can hear 

the true power of their music as well as all the fine details. Quietness combines with a 

powerful dynamic vitality, richness of detail combines with warmth. The amplifier's only 

sonic footprint is the purity of the music itself.
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MCCI, Phono Preamplifier

The World is Flat After All — It's a Vinyl Disk

The vinyl disc, dinosaur of music recording formats, only barely survived the CD. Today, 

however, the quality of turntables, tone-arms, and cartridges have increased to 

unprecedented levels, which vinyl recording producers support by pressing higher 

quality discs in limited quantities. This means new challenges as well as new opportunities 

for phono amplifiers.

The only consistent way to process the delicate music signal from a moving coil cartridge is 

with a balanced Current Injection (CI) input as the cartridge's signal is among the most 

sensitive an audio amplifier circuit will encounter. Using CI, the current of the moving coil 

flows through the phono amplifier, including the first half of the RIAA equalization spec. 

The result is a level of dynamics, impact, spaciousness and richness of color that surpasses 

the performance of step-up transformers as well as the usual voltage inputs.

At the same time, Current Injection electrically damps the moving coil 

cartridge by letting energy flow into the CI input, instead of eliminating it in 

a cartridge load resistor. 

Transformed energy sounds different than and superior to eliminated 

energy.

B.M.C.'s use of distortion-free circuits with a Current Injection input and a 

Load-Effect Free output brings to listeners an advanced musical experience 

— exceptionally lifelike, open and natural.

Stereophile 6/2013, Michael Fremer:

B.M.C.'s Phono MCCI is exceptional, and easily among the best, if not 

the best, MC phono preamps available today at any price.
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BDCD 1.1, Belt Drive CD-Player

B.M.C. BDCD1.1 CD Belt Drive Player/Transport

The highest grade analog record players share both a belt drive and high inertia. And not 

without reason, for this is the only way to create a turntable with perfectly smooth rotation 

and tranquillity.

A patented belt drive with high inertia, in the form of an acrylic-stabilizer, applies this 

principle to B.M.C.'s BDCD1.1 CD Belt Drive Player/Transport. In addition to constant 

rotation, the stabilizer reduces vibrations of the CD. The result is an inner peace and 

authority unachievable by a lightweight, relatively nervous-sounding direct drive.

The mechanical consistency of the BDCD1's music-optimized, belt-driven flywheel drive 

is reflected throughout the BDCD1.1 design. Superlink, our uncompromising digital 

connection, employs four separate BNC cables to transmit to the B.M.C. DAC. This works 

out to one cable per clock and one for the digital audio signal, with the master clock very 

close to the digital/analog conversion. The result: natural-sounding music.

An optional, and built-in, Digital/Analog Converter Module stands out due to the 

extremely short and distortionless Current Injection and Load-Effect Free analog 

circuitry — and contributes further to  the music's impression of effortlessly 

unfolding.

The result: Music no longer sounds digital, but warm, open and powerful, as if it 

were from a superior analog sound source.

BDCD1.1: Simply the quintessence of both worlds.
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DAC1-Pre-HR, Digital / Analog Control Center

The  is not only a digital-to-analog converter, it serves as a preamplifier and B.M.C. DAC 1

the control center of a consistent B.M.C. chain.

Accurate timing separates men from boys in the world of digital audio. This is where 

Superlink comes in. In addition to standard SPDIF inputs, the DAC 1 offers B.M.C.'s 

proprietary Superlink connection between itself and the BDCD1. Superlink is an 

uncompromising digital connection that employs four separate BNC cables, one per 

clock and one for the digital audio signal, with the master clock very near the 

digital/analog conversion. 

The DAC 1's asynchronous high-resolution (32bit / 384kHz) USB input generates the 

music data stream just in front of the D/A conversion. The DAC 1's high-precision master 

clock is right next to the D/A-converter and creates the ideal foundation for a perfect 

time-corrected digital signal that produces a more natural sound than other DACs.

On the analog side, the signal-current from the D/A converter is transmitted to the output 

voltage inside a distortion-free Current Injection input and Load-Effect Free circuit with an 

extremely short signal path. The result: no "digital" sound.

The DAC 1 becomes the center of a high-end audio system through its preamplifier 

function. This can be accomplished with a classical preamplifier section for variation of 

the output signal or, in a B.M.C. component chain, 

by leading the audio signal straight to the B.M.C. 

power amplifier. The volume level is set at the DAC 

1, and transmitted through an optical connector to 

the power amplifier, where the gain is adjusted. 

Result: Perfect lossless volume control.
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The Sound of NatureThe Sound of Nature

Computer-based Audio of the Highest Quality Using the

New Asynchronous High-Resolution USB Input

Integrating a computer into the audio system is becoming increasingly important, and 

opens up audio systems to high-resolution digital audio. B.M.C.'s proprietary Superlink 

between CD players and DACs sets a benchmark in this regard. The USB input yields an 

even more advanced measure. The music stream for standard USB transfers is generated 

in the computer, but its quality depends on internal computer clocks not optimized for 

audio. Fortunately, the USB protocol allows a solution: the so-called asynchronous mode. 

In asynchronous mode, USB music streaming is not synchronized to the computer's 

internal clocks, but by an external device, as in the B.M.C. DAC 1 or PureDAC.

The possibility of computer independent clocking via asynchronous high-resolution USB 

input gives our digital/analog converters the ability to deliver better sound. It enables our 

DACs to receive digital audio data from the computer then clock the data using a high-

precision device. In addition, the data stream is created directly in front of the actual 

digital/analog conversion. The circuit, more elaborated than a standard USB circuit, 

provides a consistent jitter-free data stream,  sampling frequencies up to 384khz, and 

resolutions up to 32 bit. This makes it possible to transmit modern recording-studio 

standards via USB from the computer. Many recording studios and musicians are already 

providing high-resolution music files online. The DAC 1's or PureDAC’s asynchronous 

high-resolution USB input makes it possible to listen to high-resolution music as it's 

meant to be heard.

Our high-resolution USB port reproduces the naturalness and flow of a purely analog 

playback source, while adding the operating convenience of computer audio and the 

depth of information available in high-resolution digital recordings. 
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Balanced Music ConceptBalanced Music Concept

PureLine is the new product line inside the B.M.C. Audio program. 

The PureLine combines innovative technology, attractive industrial design and very 

attractive price / performance ratio. The PureLine represents everything that defines high 

end audio, but neither is conservative nor resides within an exotic price range.

The PureDAC is already a worldwide very successful and highly acclaimed product now 

followed by the new members of the PureLine.
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The PureDAC delivers a digital to analog converter of the highest quality. It combines its 

DAC with a balanced preamplifier, a reference-level balanced headphone amplifier, and 

B.M.C.'s exclusive Digital Intelligent Gain Management (DIGM), a volume and 

amplification control system that calibrates gain without dividing or downgrading the 

input signal.

The PureDAC's balanced preamp is integrated with the DAC's current-to-voltage 

converter, which converts and filters the DAC's current, eliminating the need for an extra 

stage. The Preamp and headphone amp both employ B.M.C.'s exclusive Load Effect Free 

(LEF) technology that handles current demand separately from the voltage demand, and 

naturally avoids distortions increasing the preamp and amp's quality of its audio 

reproduction.

The PureDAC also boasts separate volume controls for the preamp and the headphone, a 

high-resolution asynchronous USB interface, digital AES/EBU, Toslink and coaxial inputs, 

balanced analog outputs, RCA output jacks, and a special B.M.C. link for connecting 

directly to a B.M.C. amplifier. Its balanced output is ideally compatible with amplifiers 

featuring B.M.C.'s exclusive Current Injection (CI) technology, which enhances signal 

purity and the musical presence of the PureDAC's audio reproduction. 

Ÿ High-resolution asynchronous USB interface up to 32bit/384kHz, DSD64, DSD128

Ÿ ASIO driver for Windows; Linux and Mac compatible

Ÿ Balanced headphone amp with digital/analog power convertion (DAPC), super-low impedance LEF output stage

Ÿ Lossless Digital Intelligent Gain Management (DIGM) volume control

Ÿ Balanced LEF, CI-compatible preamp optionally operating in B.M.C. Mode, with DIGM and output stage.

Ÿ Separate volume controls for the line and headphone sections

Ÿ DIGM with optimized gain distribution between power amps and internal and DIGM volume levels

Ÿ Optical B.M.C. Link for connecting with B.M.C. amps like the PureAmp

Ÿ Remote Control

Ÿ Dimensions: 14.37 x 4.06 x 12.91 inches, W/H/D  (365 x 103 x 328 mm)

Ÿ Weight: 11.9 lbs (5.4 kg)
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PureUSB1 - The Active USB Interconnect

High grade USB interconnections enhance the sound quality of modern DAC amazingly.

While audiophile USB cable generally try to limit transmission losses and noise by material

tuning, B.M.C.'s PureUSB 1 provides a better solution: 

An active electronic circuit restores and reshapes the digital USB signal just before 

entering the DAC. Beside this it filters the noise on the USB power supply.

This solution provides a better USB signal and ultimately sounds better.

Another advantage is the reduction of length sensitivity. The cable is allowed to be longer

without causing losses, so 5m sound virtually the same compared to 2m.

B.M.C.'s PureUSB 1 is available in 2m and 5m.
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B.M.C.'s PureAmp is a Load-Effect Free (LEF) versatile amplifier that can be used as 

integrated or pure power amplifier. The crucial secret of the PureAmp sound is that it 

avoids distortion, instead of compensating for it through a negative feedback loop.

The PureAmp does not need a preamplifier delivering a short, pure signal path. It features 

a Volume Control using our exclusive Discrete Intelligent Gain Management (DIGM) 

system, and an input selector. The lossless DIGM volume adjustment eliminates 

unnecessary signal attenuation at the input, as well as unnecessary high amplification.

Combining the PureAmp with a B.M.C.‘s PureDAC transforms it into a power amplifier that 

offers DIGM gain adjustment set by the DAC's volume control. In addition, B.M.C.'s 

balanced Current Injection (CI) input enhances the immediacy of reproduced music by 

processing the signal current of the source until it reaches the speaker's output voltage.

B.M.C.'s LEF output stage avoids distortion before it occurs by relieving the sound-critical 

single-ended Class-A transistor of all duties other than providing perfect signal 

reproduction.

Unlike other amplifiers, a LEF amplifier handles a speaker's current demand separately 

from the voltage demand. The result is an unparalleled mastery of musical complexity that 

brings to startling life delicate details, impressive power, high dynamics, sonic vitality, and 

accurate imaging — all on a three-dimensional soundstage. Load-Effect Free 

amplification is a new experience that must be heard to be fully appreciated.

The PureAmp also boasts solid output power: 2 x 100 watts into 8 ohms, and 2 x 140 watts 

into 4 ohms. An intelligent cooling systems allows such powers within such small cabinet.

A large power supply provides the muscle behind the music
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A Speaker That Makes A DifferenceA Speaker That Makes A Difference
The PureVox is a balanced build speaker with bipolar architecture and it is 

unique in a number of ways.

The PureVox delivers an amazingly realistic sound-stage which isn’t 

possible by conventional speaker concepts and the speaker doesn’t 

seem to be the source of the music since the music is just inside the room. 

Every musician on this virtual stage can be pinpointed as if it would be a 

real event. The PureVox also delivers more dynamics and power as 

expected regarding the size of the speaker.

A deep and defined bass, a perfect tonal balance and transparency and 

reproduction of details, sets the PureVox into the range of top high end 

speakers.

Our repeatedly awarded industrial design also reflects into the PureVox: 

A tasteful eye-catcher with high grade materials and build quality, which 

combines perfectly acoustical and design requirements.

The PureVox is available in 3 colors:

Ÿ B.M.C. Silver - cool and modern

Ÿ Blue Titanium - slightly blueish Titanium color

The Bipolar Concept

Most conventional speakers have good depth of image in the center of 

the sound-stage, but much less so at the sides. Responsible for this lack 

of realism are the distorted frequency responses outside of the speaker 

axis. By walking around any speaker it is easy to hear how the sound 

balance changes.

The PureVox’s quasi-bi-polar design dramatically improves the sound-

stage’s depth impression at the sides, making the soundstage more 

complete and realistic.

Multi-Layer Cabinet

The body of the PureVox’s cabinet is made of a single piece of extruded 

aluminum, with a varying thickness to reduce internal resonances. 

Several inside layers of a molten-in damping material and stabilization 

bars at the remaining resonance points make the cabinet perfectly quiet.

It’s stiffness and the low internal energy loss are far better than any 

wooden cabinet construction.

The PureVox is also free of the effects of humidity and aging, and 27.2 kg 

(60lbs) per speaker is a statement of build quality.

The cabinet is sealed, eliminating the bass-reflex resonance that can 

sound like blowing air into an empty bottle. The power of the drivers and 

the cabinet’s low energy loss more than compensate for any loss of 

oomph in the sound.
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SpeakOn Plug

AMT-Tweeter

PureVox Terminals

Drivers by B.M.C. Audio

The PureVox is a quasi-balanced speaker, which means the same driver 

set is on the front as is on the 45-degree angled rear of the top. This 

includes two 6.9-inch Kevlar/fibreglass bass/midrange drivers in a quasi-

bipolar configuration. The PureVox’s configuration also includes two 

powerful AMT tweeters, with strong motor / weight relation for superb 

acceleration and a high sound-pressure capability without compression 

effects.

Terminals

Beside the traditional binding posts the PureVox also offers a 

professional SpeakON terminal, which is safe, reliable and convenient to 

use.

Speaker cables with a SpeakON plug are also available from B.M.C. A 

small switch allows slight variations of the sound balance:

To top: It adds a little “air” for rather damped rooms of “darker” sounding 

electronics.

To bottom: It adds a little more “warmth” for low damped rooms or

rather “cool” sounding electronics.
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Arcadia

The Arcadia is a balanced bi-polar configuration and is 

unique in a number of ways. Most conventional speakers 

have good depth of image in the center of the soundstage, 

but much less so at the sides. The Arcadia’s bi-polar design 

dramatically improves the soundstage’s depth impression at 

the sides, making the soundstage more complete and 

realistic. The innovative Megalith cabinet design is elegantly 

slim with a series of thin raised side panels that emphasize its 

graceful vertical lines, enabling it to also fit comfortably in 

normal living environments. 

Balanced Megalith Cabinet

The “Megalith” cabinet is made of an exclusive material, a 

compound of several aluminum-oxide-based ceramics with 

an acrylic binder. Its stiffness and internal energy loss are far 

better than is possible with any cabinet made of wood. 

Resonance-free and rigid, the cabinet is also free from the 

effects of humidity and thermal elongation. In fact, the fusion 

of its parts is more like chemical welding, so that it reacts as a 

single, seamless piece.

The cabinet is sealed, eliminating the bass-reflex resonance 

that can sound like blowing air into an empty bottle. The 

power of the drivers and the cabinet’s low energy loss more 

than compensate for any loss of oomph in the sound.

A Referece Grade speaker systemA Referece Grade speaker system
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Arcadia

Crossover

Hard Glossy Coating

AMT-Woofer

Drivers by B.M.C. Audio 

The Arcadia is a balanced speaker, which means the same 

driver set on the front is also on the rear.

This includes four 6.1-inch honeycomb-Kevlar midrange 

drivers in a bi-polar configuration. There are also two 11-inch 

side-firing honeycomb-Kevlar woofers, with each woofer 

driven by six magnets in a ring configuration for an 

exceptionally long linear excursion range. The honeycomb-

Kevlar cones are light, stiff, and free of resonance and 

coloration.

Two Air-Motion ribbon tweeters with massive motors and 

light diaphragms for superb acceleration and high sound 

pressure capability are also part of the Arcadia  bi-polar 

configuration.

Crossover

The crossover, uniquely, is external, and weighs 37.5 lbs. 

Being external frees it from internal sound pressures, and 

makes it easily upgradable with future solutions that 

improve the sound even further.

Also unconventional, B.M.C. Audio custom crafted all the 

Arcadia’s key elements, including its large air-inductors, 

inductance-free polypropylene capacitors, unique 

polystyrene “by-passers”, and metal-film resistor arrays, 

instead of the usual MOX or wire resistors, for superior 

precision and sound quality.
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B.M.C. MonoS - Monocrystalline Silver Cable

B.M.C. MonoC - Monocrystalline Copper Cable

Accessories

Monocrystalline cable is a single, very long crystal silver wire created using a 

special casting process developed at Japan's Chiba Institute of Technology. 

The process enables engineers to extrude a very long crystal silver wire of 

extraordinarily high quality.

Conventional silver cables are known for their openness and for a distinct, 

slightly bright character. A significant reason is that the cables consist of small 

crystals, approximately 10mm in length, connected to each other. This means a 

one-meter cable has about 100 "connections" that have to be crossed, making 

it difficult for a delicate music signal to pass through smoothly. In addition, the 

connections are prone to corrosion and the effects of aging, which can cause 

sound quality to gradually decline.

This is not true for monocrystalline cables. Because each cable consists of a 

single crystal, the ensuing lack of "internal connection impedance" has a very 

positive tonal impact. The cables combine profound transparency with perfect 

balance, allowing music to breathe.

Obviously, this type of cable, with its high-quality materials and innovative 

construction, comes at a price. However, the long-lasting joy of musical 

performance is what they deliver in exchange.

B.M.C. MONOC cables are made by the same special casting process, resulting 

in very long copper crystals. MONOC cables deliver a very high level of musical 

reproduction at a very attractive price. MONOCs are the best choice for power 

and speaker cables. 

Excellent cables should be terminated with 

excellent jacks. All B.M.C. jacks have pins made of 

monocrystalline (OCC) copper gold-plated to 

ensure perfect contacts and a long lifetime. It's the 

best way to convey music signals without loss.

MONOS Reference Cable represents the top of 

B.M.C.'s interconnection product line. It sounds 

perfectly balanced, transparent, sweet and 

powerful, and is fully compatible with our Current 

Injection (CI) technology.
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MonoS Reference

MonoS XLR

MonoC Speaker

MonoS RCA / Phono

The MONOS Reference cable uses 6 internal silver wires for a 

balanced signal. The cable is unshielded and ideal for balanced 

low-impedance Current injection (CI) interconnections using 

XLR jacks. 

The cable combines the openness and balance of standard 

MONOS cables with a quieter, powerful bass response.

The MONOS XLR cable uses 3 internal wires for a balanced, 

shielded signal. The cable works very well with any balanced 

interconnection, including CI. The cable's response is perfectly 

balanced, very transparent and clean with no tendency toward 

brightness.

The MONOC Speaker Cable is very transparent and dynamic 

sounding with tightly controlled lows. The cable boasts a very 

low inductance design and is available with spades, bananas or 

the superior SpeakON plugs from Neutrik.

This unbalanced RCA cable uses one strand of monocrystalline 

silver wire for the hot pin and two for the ground. The shield is 

single sided and should be plugged to the receiving unit's 

input.

The balanced PHONO XLR Cable uses 2 twisted mono-

crystalline silver wires for the signal transport. The tonearm 

ground is wired by another internal monocrystalline silver wire. 

The shield is single-sided and connected at pin 1 of the XLR 

connector. It's available in this configuration:

Tiffany - XLR

Tiffany 90° - XLR

RCA (with GND wire) – XLR
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